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Precast Advanced Track Ltd (PCAT) is a British company offering an innovative range of slab track systems for the 21st Century. Combining safe and rapid construction methods, with minimum city centre disruption and less impact on residents and development during construction and future maintenance of light rail projects.

Low Impact Construction for City Centres

Key to the success of constructing a new light rail network is rapid installation whilst maintaining good quality construction, and minimizing the impact on the city centre. One of the expensive and time consuming items is moving all services from beneath the tracks in advance of construction. PCAT provides a completely different approach. Highest quality off site manufacture means completed pre-cast slabs delivered to site and installed using the latest fast track installation techniques. Uniquely, PCAT slabs can be removed after installation if required for access to utilities, so enabling the majority of services to be left in place below the tracks.

Design Features

PCAT Light Rail slabs are available in 2 forms: the On Street slab which has a flat surface profile and is recessed for grooved rails and the Off Street slab which is a stiff, light weight slab system for out of town applications. Both slabs feature integral drainage ducts to allow management of surface and ground water, whilst service ducts keep cables secure within the slab and reduce the need to move services during construction.

The unique PCAT jointing method allows rapid construction without needing to use in situ concrete, and enables slabs to be lifted and removed if needed and are simply replaced if required.

Concrete Technology

PCAT modular slabs are manufactured entirely from high strength macro synthetic fibre reinforced concrete, that eliminates stray current leakage issues and improves the toughness and durability of the slab structure. PCAT slabs have a 120 year design life and so reduce whole life cost.

Key Deliverables

- 52% lower build cost
- 70% faster build
- 38% lower operational costs
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- Precision precast slabs
- Unique connection and alignment system
- Rapid construction process
- Minimal disruption during installation

- Integrated highway and track drainage
- Secure ducts for service cables
- Minimum diversion of services
- Large CAPEX and OPEX cost savings
The construction of PCAT LRT slabs means there are opportunities for ducts and drainage channels to be incorporated into the slabs without detriment to the long term performance of the structure. This means features such as surface water drainage can be incorporated within the slab and diverting water to suitable outlet points. Provision is made within the slabs for the incorporation of multiple service ducts, thereby allowing services to run along the route within the track slab, as well as crossing through it. Manhole chambers incorporated within the LRT On Street slab provide intermediate access where required.

Minimising Maintenance
The PCAT LRT slab systems are all about reducing the impact of the construction of a light rail system. The reduced build time, means a lower first cost, and the reduced maintenance results in lower whole life costs.
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